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Beamforming или пространственная фильтрация является методом обработки сигналов used in sensor arrays to transmit or receive a directional signal. This is achieved by combining the elements in the antenna grille so that signals at a certain angle experience constructive intervention, while
others experience destructive interference. To achieve spatial selectivity, radiation moulding can be used to achieve spatial selectivity, both in transmission and in obtaining goals. The improvement over the omnidirectional reception/transmission is known as the directness of the array. The beam form can
be used for radio or sound waves. He found numerous applications in radar, sonar, seismology, wireless communications, radio astronomy, acoustics and biomedicine. Adaptive beam form is used to detect and evaluate the signal of interest when the sensor array is released using optimal (e.g. the least
squares) of spatial filtration and interference. The methods of changing the direction of the array during transmission, the radiation foreman controls the phase and relative amplitude of the signal on each transmitter in order to create a model of constructive and destructive interference in the wave front.
When receiving information from different sensors, it is combined in such a way that the preferential picture of radiation is observed. For example, in sonar to send a sharp pulse of underwater sound to the ship at a distance, just simultaneously transmitting that sharp pulse from each The projector in the
array fails because the ship will first hear the momentum from the speaker, which happens to be the nearest ship, and then pulses from the speakers that have turned farther away from the ship. Teh Teh The technique involves sending a pulse away from each projector at several different times (the
projector closest to the last ship), so that each pulse hits the ship exactly at the same time, producing the effect of one strong pulse from one powerful projector. The same technique can be carried out in the air using loudspeakers or in radar/radio using antennas. In passive sonar and when taken in active
sonar, the radiation-shaped method involves combining delayed signals from each hydrophone at several different times (the hydrophone closest to the target will be combined after the longest delay), so that each signal reaches the exit at exactly the same time, making one loud signal as if the signal
came from one very sensitive hydrophone. Radiation form can also be used with microphones or radar antennas. With narrow-range systems, time latency is equivalent to a phase shift, so in this case an array of antennas, each of which has shifted to a slightly different amount, is called a phase array.
The narrow band of the system, typical of radars, is one where bandwidth is only a small part of the central frequency. With wide range systems, this approximation no longer holds, which is typical in sonars. In the former receiving a signal from each antenna can be reinforced by another weight. Different
weighing models (e.g. Dolph-Chebyshev) can be used to achieve the desired sensitivity patterns. The bulk is produced together with nulls and sidelobes. In addition to controlling the width of the main lobe (beam) and the sideline, you can control the position of zero. It is helpful to ignore noise or silencers
in one particular direction while listening to events in other directions. A similar result can be obtained during transmission. For complete math by directing beams using amplitudes and phase shifts, See. Radiation Form Methods can be broadly divided into two categories: conventional (fixed or switched
beams) beams of adaptive beams, or phased array of desired signal maximization mode Signal Interference signal or cancellation mode Conventional beam forms, such as Butler's matrix, use a fixed set of weights and delays in time (or phase) to combine signals from sensors in the array, primarily using
the location information. In contrast, adaptive radiation-shaped methods (e.g. MUSIC, SAMV) typically combine this information with the properties of signals actually received by the array, usually to improve the rejection of unwanted signals from other directions. This process can be done both in time
and in the frequency domain. As stated in the name, the adaptive beam-formator is able to automatically adapt its response to different situations. Need some criterion that allows adapting to work, such as minimizing total noise. Due to changing noise with frequency, in wide ranges of systems it may be
desirable to conduct the process in a frequency domain. The radiation form can be computationally intense. The Sonar phase array has a fairly low data rate that can be processed in real time in software that is flexible enough to transmit or receive in multiple directions at a time. In contrast, the radar
phase array has a data speed so high that it usually requires special hardware processing that is tightly wired to transmit or receive only one direction at a time. However, the new field programmable gate arrays are fast enough to process radar data in real time, and can be quickly reprogrammed as
software, blurring the hardware/software distinction. Sonar beamforming requirements sonar beamforming uses a similar electromagnetic beam technique, but varies greatly in implementation details. Sonar applications range from 1Hz to 2 MHz, and array elements can be small and large, or in hundreds,
but very small. This will significantly shift efforts to develop sonar beam between the requirements of system components such as the front end (pre-ants, preamps and digitizers) and the actual beam computational equipment downstream. High-frequency, focused beam, multi-stage imaging-search
sonars and acoustic cameras often implement fifth-order spatial processing that places strains equivalent to Aegis radar requirements to processors. Many sonar systems, such as torpedoes, consist of arrays of up to 100 elements that must steering the beam 100 degrees of field of view and operate in
both active and passive modes. Sonar arrays are used both actively and passively in 1-, 2- and three-dimensional arrays. 1-dimensional linear arrays are usually found in multi-stage passive systems towed behind ships, and in a single- or multi-stage sonar sonar side scan. Two-dimensional planar arrays
are common in active/passive sonar hulls of the ship and some side-scanning sonar. Three-dimensional spherical and cylindrical arrays are used in sonar domes on modern submarines and ships. Sonar differs from radar in that in some applications, such as a wide range of searches, all directions often
need to be listened to, and in some applications that are broadcast at the same time. Thus, a multi-ton system is needed. In the narrow-band sonar phase receiver Each beam can be completely manipulated by the signals processing software, compared to the current radar systems that use the
equipment to listen in one direction at a time. Sonar also uses a radiation form to compensate for the significant problem of slower sound propagation speeds compared to electromagnetic radiation. In side sonar, the speed of a tow system or vehicle carrying sonar moves at sufficient speed to move from
the field of returning sound ping. In addition to focus algorithms designed to improve reception, many side scanning sleepers also use beam steering to look back and forth to catch incoming pulses that would be missed by a single side beam. The conventional beam-shaper schemes can be a simple
beamformer also known as delay and beam amount. All the weight of the antenna elements can be of equal size. The beam foreman is sent to a given direction only by selecting the appropriate phases for each antenna. If the noise is not connected and there are no directional interference, the ratio of
signal to beam noise with L-displaystyle L-antennas, (where the σ n 2 (sigma n'{2}) is noise insulation or noise power) is: 1 {2} σ n 2P ⋅ L display (frac {1}) sigma n'{2}'P'cdot L'Null-steering beamformer Frequency domain beamformer History in Beamforming wireless standards, used in cell phone
standards, Have advanced from generation to generation to use more sophisticated systems to achieve higher cell density, with higher bandwidth. Passive mode: (almost) non-standardized Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA) supports the direction of arrival (DOA) based on the radiation
form Active mode: mandatory standardized 2G solutions - Transmission of antenna selection as an elementary radiation form (citation is necessary) : Transmission of antenna lattice (TxAA) radiation form (citation necessary) 3G evolution - LTE / UMB: Many input multiple output (MIMO) pre-shape beam
based on beam with partial space-Division Multiple Access (SDMA) citation is necessary For 3G (4G, 5G, ... ) - More advanced beaming solutions are expected to support multi-profile access to Space-division (SDMA), such as a closed-circuit beam beam and multidimensional beam, are expected to see
an increasing number of consumer Wi-Fi 802.11ac devices with MIMO capabilities able to support radiance to improve data transmission levels. Digital, analog and hybrid To receive (but not transmission) there is a difference between analog and digital beam. For example, if you have 100 sensor
elements, the digital beam approach assumes that each of the 100 signals passes through an analog digital converter to create 100 digital data streams. These data streams are then added digitally, with appropriate scale factors or phase shifts, to receive composite signals. In contrast, the analogue
beam approach involves adopting 100 analog signals, scaling or changing their phase using analog methods, summing them up, and then, as a rule, digitizing a single output stream. Digital beam forms the advantage is that digital data streams (100 in this example) can be manipulated and combined in
different ways in parallel to get many different output signals in parallel. Parallel. signals from all sides can be measured simultaneously, and signals can be integrated over a longer period of time when studying distant objects and simultaneously integrated for a shorter time to study fast-moving close
objects, and so on. This cannot be done as effectively for an analog beam, not only because each parallel combination of signals requires its own diagram, but more fundamentally, because digital data can be copied perfectly, but analog data cannot. (There is only so much analog power available, and
amplification adds to the noise.) Therefore, if the resulting analog signal is divided and sent to a large number of different signal combination schemes, it can reduce the signal-to-noise ratio of each of them. In MIMO communication systems with a large number of antennas, the so-called massive MIMO
systems, the beam-shaped algorithms made on the digital base range can become very complex. In addition, if all the beam form is made on the base strip, each antenna needs its own RF channel. At high frequencies and with lots of antenna elements, it can be very costly, and increase the loss and
complexity of the system. To correct these problems, it was suggested hybrid beamforming, where some of the beam form is done using analog components rather than digital. There are many possible different features that can be performed using analog components rather than on a digital base strip.
The speech sound can be used to extract sound sources in the room, such as multiple speakers in a cocktail party problem. This requires that the location of the speakers be known in advance, for example, by using the time of arrival from sources to microphones in the array and taking places from
distances. Compared to telecom operators, natural audio contains different frequencies. It is advantageous to separate the frequency ranges to the beam form because the different frequencies have different optimal radiation-shaped filters (and therefore can be considered as separate problems in
parallel and then recombined afterwards). The correct insulation of these bands includes specialized non-standard filter banks. In contrast, for example, standard fourier transform (FFT) fast range filters implicitly assume that the only frequencies present in the signal are precise harmonics; the frequencies
that lie between these harmonics tend to activate all FFT channels (which is not what is wanted in analyzing the shape of the beam). Instead, filters can be developed in which only local frequencies are detected by each channel (while retaining the recombination property to be able to reconstruct the
original signal) and they are like non-orthogonal unlike the FFT base. See also the 3D Radiation Synthesis of Aperture Reverse Synthetic Aperture Radar (ISAR) Synthetic Aperture Aperture Radar Synthetic A synthanist Radar Synthetic Aperture Sonar Thin Array Curse Window Window Synthetic
Diaphragm Magnetometry (SAM) Microphone array of zero-forcing pre-coding Multibeam Echosounder Pencil (optics) Periodogram MUSIC SAMV Spatial Multiplex antenna variety Channel public information Space-Time Space-Time Code Space-Time Block Dirty Paper Code (DPC) Smart Antenna
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presented to the IEEE Communications and Signal Processing Society, Joint Office of Orange County (ComSig), December 7, 2006. Available by: //chapters.comsoc.org/comsig/meet.html H. L. Van Trees, Optimal Array Processing, Wiley, NY, 2002. Jian Li, and Petre Stojka, eds. Reliable adaptive
radiation form. New Jersey: John Wylie, 2006. M. Soltanalyan. Signal design for active sensing and communication. Uppsala dissertation from the Faculty of Science and Technology (printed by Elanders Sverige AB), 2014. Primer on Digital Beamforming by Toby Haynes, March 26, 1998 What Is
Beaming?, introduction to Greg Allen's sonar beam. Crimea, H.; Viberg, M. (1996). Two decades of signal processing research: a parametric approach. IEEE signal processing log. 13 (4): 67–94. Bibkod:1996ISPM... 13...67K. doi:10.1109/79.526899. Dolfa-Chebyshev's scales antenna-theory.com A
Pages providing a simple introduction to the microphone array beamforming External Links Animation Animation beam using phased arrays on YouTube MU-MIMO Beamforming through constructive intervention, Wolfram Project Demonstrations obtained from 2 For other uses, See part of the series on
the mobile phone generation mobile telecommunications analogue 0G 1G digital 2G 2.75G 2.75G 3G 3.5G 3.75G 3.9G/3. 9G/3.9G 3.95G 4G 4G/4.5G 4.5G/4.9G 5G 6G vte 2G (or 2-G) is short for a second-generation cellular network. 2G cellular networks were launched commercially according to the
GSM standard in Finland by radio line (now part of Elisa Oyj) in 1991. The three main advantages of 2G networks relative to their predecessors were: digital encrypted telephone conversations, at least between a mobile phone and a cellular base station, but not necessarily in the rest of the network.
Significantly more efficient use of the radio frequency spectrum allows more users to the frequency band. Data services for mobile devices, starting with SMS text messages. 2G technology has enabled various networks to provide services such as text messages, pictures and MMS (multimedia
messages). After the launch of 2G, previous mobile wireless network systems were given the retroactive name 1G. While radio signals in 1G networks are analog, radio signals in 2G networks are digital. Both systems use digital alarms to connect radio towers (which listen to devices) to the rest of the
mobile system. With general Packet Radio Service (GPRS), 2G offers a theoretical maximum transmission speed of 40 kbps. In North America, the main systems were digital AMPUT (IS-54 and IS-136) and cdmaOne (IS-95). In Japan, the system was extensively deployed by Personal Digital Cellular
(PDC). Evolution 2.5G (GPRS) See also: The 2.5G general radio service package (second and a half generation) is used to describe 2G systems that implemented a package-switched domain in addition to the switched domain scheme. This doesn't necessarily provide faster service, because time slots
are also used for schema (HSCSD) data services. 2.75G (EDGE) See also: Advanced data rates for GSM Evolution GPRS networks have evolved into EDGE networks with the introduction of 8PSK coding. While the speed of the symbol remained the same at 270,833 samples per second, each symbol
carried bat instead of one. Improved data tariffs for GSM Evolution (EDGE), Advanced GPRS (EGPRS), or IMT Single Carrier (IMT-SC) is a backward compatible technology of digital mobile phone phones improves data speed as an extension on top of the standard GSM. EDGE has been deployed on
GSM networks since 2003, originally ATT in the United States. Past 2G 2G networks, understood as GSM and CDMA, have been withered by new technologies such as 3G (UMTS/CDMA2000), 4G (LTE) and 5G; however, 2G networks are still in use in most countries in Europe, Africa, Central America
and South America, and many modern LTE-enabled devices are known to still range from 2G to phone calls, especially in rural areas. In some places, its successor 3G is closing rather than 2G - Vodafone has announced it will shut down 3G across Europe in 2020, but will retain 2G as a service. Various
carriers have made announcements that 2G technology in the U.S., Japan, Australia and other countries is in the process of closing, or have already closed 2G services so that operators can return these radio ranges and reuse them for new technologies (e.g. 4G LTE). The Country Total Network's
decommissioning date Details Australia Optus 2017 Optus closed 2G in Western Australia and the Northern Territory on April 3, 2017 and completed a shutdown in the rest of Australia on August 1, 2017. Telstra 2016 Telstra closed its GSM network on December 1, 2016, being the first mobile provider in
Australia, shutting down 2G. India Airtel Has no plan to close 2G. Bharti Airtel, the largest carrier in India, will close its 3G network in mid-2020, while they do not plan to close 2G services. Reliance 2017 Reliance Communications, a group led by Reliance ADAG, decided to close the entire 2G network at
the end of November 2017. This is the first operator in the country to do so. Japan au KDDI 22 July 2012 standard cdmaOne NTT Docomo 31 March 2012 PDC standard, Is not compatible with GSM 17 Softbank March 31, 2010 South Korea KT 19 March 2012 (18) LG Uplus 30 June 2021 (TBC) (quote
required) SK Telecom 27 July 2020 (19) Mexico ATT Mexico 2020 ATT Mexico began closing its 2G network in the country. Movistar Movistar Mexico began shutting down the 2G network in April 2019. Netherlands T-Mobile 15 November 2020 (TBC) T-Mobile Netherlands will shut down 2G services by
November 15, 2020. 2degrees 2018 2degrees closed its 2G network on March 15, 2018. The 2G Spark (CDMA) 2012 spark (CDMA) network was closed on July 31, 2012. Spark currently operates 3G and 4G networks, and was the first mobile provider in New York to turn off 2G. Warehouse Mobile 2018
Warehouse Mobile, in partnership with 2degrees, closed its 2G network down in March 2018 to give way to a new 4G network. Singapore M1 April 1, 2017 SingtelHub Switzerland 20244 Communications AG initially announced plans to phase out its GSM network by the end of 2018, but decided to
postpone the phased release until 2024. The Swisscom 2021 connection in Switzerland is mainly operated by the state-owned swisscom, and the two privately owned by Salt and Sunrise Communications AG, since these companies are licensed to operate 2G. Swisscom will cease 2G service due to their

public service requirements only by January 1, 2021. Taiwan Chunghwa Telecom 30 June 2017 (30) FarEasTone Taiwan Mobile Thailand AIS 31 October 2019 Thailand National Broadcasting and Telecommunications Commission (NBTC) approved October 31, 2019 as a date to stop the 2G mobile
network of Thailand. According to NBTC, the outage will improve the efficiency of network operators and open the door to 5G wireless broadband by 2020. Operators are expected to transfer their 2G users to 3G and 4G services. NBTC will stop using 2G standards and inform phone retailers and
importers of the impending network closure. DTAC TrueMove H's 2G GSM service in the United States at AT'T 2017 was closed in January 2017. This outage had a noticeable impact on the electronic security industry, where many 2G GSM radios were used to alarm the central station's control rooms.
2G GSM radios had to be replaced by next-generation radio stations to avoid service outages. T-Mobile 2020 (TBC) T-Mobile US has postponed the shutdown of its 2G network until 2020. Verizon december 31, 2020 Verizon plans to close its network based on 2G and 3G CDMA by December 31, 2020.
Canada SaskTel July 7, 2017 saskTel (owned by the Government of Saskatchewan) announced the closure of its 2G CDMA network in the province on January 11, 2017, from July 7, 2017. Bell 30 April 2019 Bell Canada closed its 2G network in June 2018, and Telus and Rogers Wireless announced
that they would no longer support 2G devices shortly thereafter. The shutdown of CDMA transmitters began in remote areas in 2017. Bell completed the network shutdown on April 30, 2019. Telus completed its network shutdown on May 31, 2017 (originally scheduled for January 31, 2017). Rogers
Wireless on December 31, 2020, Rogers initially announced that they would close their 2G network in 2018, but later pushed back until December 31, 2020, thus remaining the last nationwide operator of 2G. also Cliff effect dropout list of generations of mobile phones Mobile Radio Telecle phone, also
known as 0G 3G 4G 5G Links History Radiolinja . April 20, 2004. Archive from the original on October 23, 2006. Received on December 23, 2009. a b GPRS and EDGE. 3gpp.org. received on August 17, 2019. second-and-a-halfth generation (2.5G) IGI Global. Global». Received on October 6, 2019.
Rural 4G users in Germany still spend one-quarter of their time on 3G and 2G networks. Opens. June 13, 2019. Received on October 6, 2019. T-Mobile Poland expects to retain 2G for five to six years. Telegeography A. PriMetrica Division. July 17, 2019. Received on October 6, 2019. 2G phased out of
the system - modernization of the Swisscom Swisscom mobile network. www.swisscom.ch. Received on 6 October 2019. - - Melanie (April 5, 2017). What you need to know about closing the 2G. Geotab blog. Received on October 6, 2019. Sunset status of the 2G/3G. network nae_ global. July 31, 2019.
Received on December 11, 2019. 2G network closure update (press release). Optus. Received on July 6, 2017. Adam Turner,4, 2016. Budget Mobile Customers braces for Australia's 2G Shutdown. The Sydney Morning Herald. Received on December 26, 2016. We have shut down our 2G. Vodafone
Australia network. Archive from the original on April 5, 2018. Airtel will kill its 3G network in India by the middle of next year. Total Tv. Received on October 9, 2019. RComm shut down the 2G network per month, will continue with 4G-only networks like JIO. 「KDMA 1X」などビ終了等お知らせ〈別紙〉
2011年 DDY株式会社. kddi.com. received on July 15, 2019. Press releases and NTT DOCOMO notifications. nttdocomo.co.jp. received on July 15, 2019. Full review of 2G and 3G Sunsets. SK Telecom is starting to discontinue 2G services. Compare the trap. Escalona, Claudia Juarez. Movistar y ATT
ponen en Marsha apagon 2G. el economist. Received on March 26, 2019. T-Mobile NL prepares customers for possible GSM shutdown. Telecommunications paper. January 5, 2017. Received on July 23, 2020. T-Mobile Netherlands GSM stops November 15, 2020. 2degrees to close 2G access in
March 2018. 2degrees. Received September 26, 2017. Telecom closes the CDMA network. The New York Herald. Received on August 1, 2012. Coverage. Warehouse Mobile. November 12, 2015. Received on May 5, 2019. 2G services are discontinued from April 1, 2017. Received on July 20, 2020. 5G
kommt - 2G wird abgeschaltet. Was it a sin to die Folgen?. Received on July 20, 2020. Swisscom equips its mobile network for the future. Received on November 2, 2015. Taiwan NCC is urging 2G users to upgrade by June. telecomasia.net. received on April 15, 2019. Thailand to close the 2G network Grita, Thomas (August 3, 2012). ATT leave 2G behind. Wall Street Journal. Received on December 26, 2016. Sunset ATT 2G. poverty car. January 20, 2016. Received on January 11, 2017. Donovan ATT says 2G network in Soft Castle, decommissioning to start coming in FierceWireless.com. Received
january 11, 2017. 2G Sunset Review. Telgard. July 21, 2011. Archive from the original on February 21, 2015. Received on December 26, 2016. Eric Abent (September 14, 2016). T-Mobile is taking a swing at ATT, saying its 2G network will remain active until 2020. SlashGjar. Received on December 26,
2016. CDMA Network Retirement. Verizon Wireless. Received on January 12, 2020. Phillip Dampier (August 1, 2019). Verizon is delaying the 3G CDMA network shutdown until the end of 2020. Stop the cap!. Received on January 12, 2020. Generation (1G) Mobile Telephony Generations, Successful in
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